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INTRODUCTION 
The average snow density is defined as the ratio between its H2O equivalent and the snow pack volume 

expressed in g/cm3 (or kg/m3):

p =
w

10h

where w  is the water equivalent of the snow pack (weight of the water, melted in grams), and h  is the 

snow depth of the pack (cm).

The task is to write a program to calculate the snow density given water equivalent and snow depth.

SPECIFICATION
The specification for this program is relatively simple: “Given water equivalent of the snow pack and snow 

depth, calculate the average snow density”. From this brief synopsis we can derive what the input and 

output should be to formulate our algorithm.

ALGORITHM 
The program has three distinct phases: input, calculation and output. The input phase deals with 

obtaining the water equivalent and snow depth from the user, the calculation phase performs the 

calculation using the equation given, and the output phase returns the calculated value to the user. The 

programs logic is linear, as there are no decisions made, nor any repetition. 

In algorithmic terms:

1. Prompt user for the water equivalent (grams).

2. Prompt user for the snow depth (cm).

3. Perform calculation of snow density.

4. Output snow density (g/cm3).

CODING 
The coding phase literally translates the algorithm into the syntax of the programming language. The first 

requirement is to create variables to store the data being input, and results of any calculations. As the 

input data may not necessarily be whole number, the data type should be a floating point, in the case of 

C, a double. Once a data type has been selected, identifiers should be created. Here are the three pieces 

of data, with some suggested identifiers:

! water equivalent: waterEQ, h20eqvl
! snow depth: snowDepth, snowDpth, snwDpth
! snow density: snowDen, snowDnsty, snwDnsty
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Choosing an identifier is a matter of readability. A variables name should be descriptive, identifying the 

data it stores. It shouldn’t be too short, or too long. For this program, snowDen, waterEQ and snowDpth 

relate to p, w  and h respectively in the equation. 

Using this information, the variables can be declared:

! double snowDen, waterEQ, snowDpth;

Now that the variables have been created, they can be used. The first step in the algorithm is to prompt 

for the water equivalent:

! printf(“Water equivalent: “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &waterEQ);

The next step is to prompt for the snow depth:

! printf(“Snow depth: “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &snowDpth);

The problem with both the prompts is that they lack units. When a program prompts for snow depth, the 

user doesn’t know whether to input units in mm, cm, m, inches, feet, etc. So prompts with improved 

usability would include the units of the input.

! printf(“Water equivalent (gram): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &waterEQ);
! printf(“Snow depth (cm): “);
! scanf(“%lf”, &snowDpth);

Now the calculation can be performed. This essentially requires translating the equation into C. In the first 

step, replace the variables in the equation with those created for the program.

snowDen =

waterEQ

10 snowDpth

Next expand the calculation out:

! snowDen = waterEQ / (10 * snowDpth);

In the fourth and final step, the value calculated in step 3 is output. This is done with a simple printf 

statement:

! printf(“The density is: %.2f\n”, snowDen);

Which is perfect right? Not quite, because the user has no idea what the density represents because they 

are no units. A better statement would be:
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! printf(“The density is: %.2f g/cm^3\n”, snowDen);
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PROGRAM
#include <stdio.h>

int main(void)
{
    double snowDen, waterEQ, snowDpth;

    printf(“snow depth (cm): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &snowDpth);
    printf(“water equivalent (g): “);
    scanf(“%lf”, &waterEQ);

    snowDen = waterEQ / (10 * snowDpth);

    printf(“The density is: %.2f g/cm^3\n”, snowDen);
    
    return 0;
}

COMPILING 
The program is compiled in the following manner:

gcc -Wall snow.c

If there are errors, fix them. If there are no errors, run and test the program.
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